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ABSTRACT
An analysis of short time electronic coherence and dephasing of
mixed valence system was performed. Our theoretical analysis
using adiabatic theory provides simple physical picture for
strongly coupled mixed valence ET system.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum coherence m electron
transfer (En reveals the nature of
condensed-phase quantum processes and
hence has become a subject of recent
experimental and theoretical studies.
oscillations in electronic dynamics have
been observed in photosynthetic reaction
centers and others ET systems and are
believed to arise from vibrational
coherence. •-3
In the weak electronic
coupling limit, non-equilibriwn golden-rule
rate can be derived to analyse the role of

wave packet coherence and its initial
preparation.4-5 Recent experiments on photoinduced electron transfer in mixed-valence
compounds have demonstrated oscillations
in electronic populations on the fem to
second timescale. 6 Detail path-integral
simulations suggest that such oscillations
take place · in ET systems with large
electronic coupling constants and are
sensitive to the initial preparations of the
nuclear bath modes associated with the
transfer processes.
As a functions of the ratio between
).. (the bath reorganization energy) and V
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(the electronic coupling constant),there is a
transition in electronic dynamics from the
localized regime to the delocalized
913
regime.
(i) In the localized regime
(A>>V),the large induced reorganization
energy destroys electronic coherence; hence,
population transfer is an incoherent rate
process , which can be described by the noninteracting blip approximation or goldenrule rate in the non-adiabatic limit and by
transition states theory in the adiabatic
limit. 14- 16 (ii)ln the decolized regime ()..~,
the electronic wave functions extends to
both the donor and acceptor states and
electronic coherence persists over several
oscillations. It is these initial oscillations and
their immediate decay that one will focus on
in this paper.
The electronic coupling constant of
mixed-valence comrounds is estimated to be
in the range of 10 cm·1 , which is in the
same order as the reorganization energy. 1•8
Because of the delocalization nature of
electronics states, adiabatic surfaces are a
simpler representation than localized
adiabatic surfaces. In the adiabatic picture,
electronic coherence arises from Rabi
oscillations between two adiabatic and
decays because of electronic dephasing.
Thus, initial preparation and wave packet
dynamics can modulate Rabi oscillations
and the overall electronic dynamics. As
demonstrated below, such an adiabatic
picture can be useful for understanding fast
electronic dynamics in strongly coupled
systems.

MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM

HirHo(q)ll><ll+H2(q)l2) v(ll)((2j+ll)(2)j
(I)
Where H 1 and H2are the adiabatic
Hamiltonian of donor and acceptor states,
respectively, and Vis the electronic coupling
constant between the two adiabatic states.
The adiabatic Hamiltonians are functions of
a set of nuclear bath coordinates. Formally,
if the quantity of interest is electronic
dynamics, the donor states population can be
expressed as

p (t)
1

=

(I (t)12 )
lit

,, 1

(2)

Where the average is taken over all possible
bath trajectories. Here q, (t )is the solution to
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

(3)
For a given bath trajectory .For a Gaussian
bath linearly, coupled to electronic states,
this formal expression fonns the basis for
the stochastic Gaussian bath method 17 and
other related path-summation methods."
In this paper, one seeks a closedfrom approximate solution to Eq.(2).
Strongly mixed ET system characterized by
electronic timescales much faster than
nuclear timescales. Consequently, one can
involves the adiabatic approximation such
that the solution to a constant two-level
Hamiltonian is used to represent the wave
function, giving
2
l'l'1(t)i2-l'1'2(t)l =

1
{U(t)U(O)+V 2cos[8(t))}
co(t)co(O)

(4)
The ET Hamiltonian can be written
as

With the initial condition '11 1(0) = 1 and
'¥2(0) = O.In Eq.(4) U = (Hi-H 1)/2 is the
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potential difference between the two diabetic
surfaces,
U2 V 2 is the
instantaneous Rabi frequency, and 8(t) = 2

ro='1 +

1

f0 W(t') dt' is the phase difference between
the two electronic states. Here, the time
dependence is the phase difference in U(t)
and ro (t) arises implicitly from the
functional dependence on the bath trajectory.
For simplicity, the Planck constant h is
assumed to be unity. This type of adiabatic
approximation has been used to solve optical
Bloch equations under slowly varying laser
fields and is the working principle for
population inversion by adiabatic frequency
sweeping. 18
To proceed, one talces the
integration of the second-0rder
derivative ofEq.(4) so that

= exp{i2

£(ro( t

1)

time

£dt £dt

)ctt 1 - 2

1

2 [ (

K ( t) = _ dp1 ( t)

iv29t( £(

dt ')

:<(:•)) exp[ia( t ')J)

dt

(5)
Where
9t denotes the real part of a
complex functions, the time-derivative is
applied to the phase factor 8, an the identity
P 1 (t) = ~P2(t) is used. Next, the integral in
Eq. (S)is factorized and approximated by the
corresponding mean values i.e.{w(t'))

K( t) = 2V29t ~ dt' (co( t')) ( exp[i8( t')])
.b (ro( o))
(6)
And the exponential part is truncated to
second order in cumulant expansion i.e.

(exp[i·e(t ')])

ro( t 1 ) ro( t 2 ) ) - ( ro( t 1 ) ro( t 2 ) )

Further, nuclear trajectories are represented
by the mean q-(t) and the deviation .from the
mean on expanding the exponent to second
order, one has
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J}

(7)

To be more consistent, the time -dependent
frequency is also truncated to second order
ino(q) giving

_ q ~ c(l,,12 )
=(a{q(r>D =a{q(r)]+ 1 a a{-(1)
2

I

I

I

(exp[/8(t)D = exp{i2J(ai_t1))dt1 -2J17(11)J17(t2 )C(t1,t2 )d11d12 }
0

0

0

(a.(r))

2 0q(rt

(9)

(8)

17(1) = 2aa{q(t)]I aq(t)

Then, the given q (t) and C(t1,t2 ) , the
evolution of electronic population P 1(t) or
P2(t) can be explicitly computed from Eqs
(6) and (8).

Time -correlation function is defined as

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Where the coefficient 17(1) is defined as

The general theory presented makes
no assumption about the specific form of
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electronic surfaces. As an example, one uses

HET = Hb (E)

the Gaussian bath Hamiltonian

(I 1)(11 + 12)(21) + (e + A- E) 12)(21 +V(11)(21 + I1)(21)

Where
Hb
is the Gaussian bath
e
is the free energy
Hamiltonian,
difference between the donor and acceptor
states, A is the reorganization energy, and E
is the solvent polarization energy defined
with respect to the equilibrium bath
distribution at the donor state. Here, the

bath variable E(t) represents the collective
effect of the bath and is equivalent to the
variable q in Eq. (1). This ET Hamiltonian is
better known as the spin-boson model or the
Brownian oscillator model.
On applying Eqs. (6) and (8) to the
Gaussian bath Hamiltonian, one obtain

K = 2V29t r' dt' ( ro( t'))

.b

(ro( o))

xexp{ i2 .('( co( t '))dt1 - .('.('TI( t 1 ) XTI ( t 2 )C( t 2 - t 1 )dt1dt 2 }

be explicitly expressed in terms of the
spectrum density defined in the spin-boson
model.20

where the adiabatic frequency is given as
0)

[£+A-E]2
+
____
..;;;._
V

=

2

(11)

4

Adiabatic bath: inhomogeneous
dephasing

the mean frequency is given in Eq. (9) as
2

(ro( t)) = ro( t)+ [ l-T1 ( t)] C(O)
800( t)

ro( t) =ro[E (t )] , and 1'l ( t)

~ith
given as

TJ(t)= E+A.-E(t)
2ro( t)

(IOJ

1s
(12)

The classical rate in Marcus ET theory is
derived under the assumption of an adiabatic
. Gauss1an
. bath has
b ath .14, IS An a diabetic
an infinitely long correlation with only
zero-frequency fluctuations.1
Thus, the
time-dependent expression in Eq. (6) can be
simplified to

K( t) = 2V2~

£dt exp{2i(ro)t -11 1wta1~}
1

1

2

As before, one defines the polarization

(13)

where C(t)=2AIP, In this case, the adiabatic
approximation in Eq. (4) is exact and Rabi
. oscillation, which dominate the initial
(oE(t)oE(O)) (oE(t)oE(O)), which can electronic dynamics, decay because of

energy as E(T) =E P (t)+oE(t)
and hence
the bath correlation function as C(t)=
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inhomogeneous

Rabi

a re-definition of£ through e '; £ -E(O). A

frequencies. The asymptotic limit of Eq. (4)
is
lim
,...... K(t)

barrier ET with or equivalently a nonequilibrium bath with E(O)=).. has the
largest oscillation amplitude and hence the
strongest electronic coherence.

= V'

J:~ exp-{

distribution

:A[(A+e)+

of
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~~: ]'}<14)

which bas the same as the Marcus Et rate
except that the activation energy depends on
electronic coupling.
For an adiabatic Gaussian bath, the
diabatic Hamiltonians in Eq. ( l) are
explicitly given as H 1 = E2 / (4)..) and
2
H2=E /(4 11.)+t-E+ ).. , which defines the
Marcus parabolic curves. The adiabatic
surfaces are obtained by diagonalizing the
diabetic Hamiltonian.
The usual initial preparation is E(O)
= 0, which is the equilibrium configuration
of the donor states. For an adiabatic bath,
non-equilibrium distributions equivalent to

Dynamic bath : homogeneous dephasing

To incorporate nuclear dynamics,
one assumes an exponential decay
correlation function, C(t)c exp(-yt)C(O),with
y
being the decay constant and
C(O)=WP.The exponential decay
describes a Debye dielectric solvent or an
over-damped ,oscillator. The adiabatic limit
is recovered by taking )..=0
and the
Markovian Hmit is recovered by taking l=oc.
The dissipative electronic dynamics of
Markovian bath can be described by
Redfield equation and does not lead to a
thennal activated rate process.
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Fig.I. Donar State population P 1(t) for an adiabatic bath with PV=S(upper curves) and PV=20 (lover curves),
respectively. The energy and time units are scaled by room temperature T=300 K. The bath is prepared from
thermal equilibrium at the state. The solid curves are evaluation from Eq. (6) and the dotted curves are obtained
by path-Summation simulation.
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Flg.2 : Donnr Stnte population P1(t) for a dynamic bath with Jl).=40 ond with PV• 20 . The bath correlation
function is exponential C(t)• exp(->.t) with p>....5 .The solid curve is evaluated from Eq. (6) and the dotted curve is
obtnined by path-summation simulation.
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Fig: ~: . The same plot ns Fig. 2 except for the initial bath configuaration
cqu1hbnum .
E(0)-0.S). instead of at thermal
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nature of the proposed adiabatic
approximation is electronic dephasing
between adiabatic surfaces and nuclear
dynamics on diabatic surfaces. At longer
times, the adiabatic approximation stars to
fail because of infrequent transitions
between the adiabatic surface. Since the
short-time electronic dynamics is of major
interest to us, the adiabatic theory provides a
simple physical picture for strongly coupled
mixed-valence ET systems as well as a
simple analytical method to model fast
electron dynamics intiated by laser pulses.
21
Recent studies22•25 using kinetic spectra
22
and non-adiabatic steepest descent paths
have demonstrated evidence to support the
adiabatic picture. In the future, the proposed
method will be compared with other theories
to examine the validity of each approach.
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